

































Optimization of LED Array Mode
SONG Ning-liang1, WANG Ya-jun1,2, LUO Bing-dong1, SUN Tian-xi1
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Abstract：The lighting technique of LED has experienced substantial progress. However, a single LED cannot
meet the demand for the normal lighting. LED combination is usually adopted to achieve the desired lighting effects.
The forms of LED combination are varied. A detailed optical analysis on four forms of LED planar array is taken by
using Tracepro, which are 3×3 square array, 3-6 concentric array, Archimedean spiral array and 1-8 circular array.
By the comparison, which find that 1-8 circular array is the best optimal design to reduce the waste of material and
further improve the cost performance of LED lighting under the conditions of meeting the lighting requirements. A ref⁃
erence can be provided for the popularity of LED lighting.














































































通过对 E（x,y,z）两次求导，使得在 ( )x,y =
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2.2.1 3×3方形均匀分布形式
采用 3×3排列形式把LED单元均匀分布在灯具




15.1 mm，如图 2所示，并得到其照度分布图，如图 3
所示。
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图4 3-6圆形分布阵列 图5 3-6圆形阵列照度分布
Toal-IIIuminance Map 对于 入射光通量
目标墙Surface 1
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x= ρ cos θ


















ρ2 = x2 + y
2
tan θ= yx (x≠ 0)
（直角坐标化极坐标公式）（5）
2.2.3.2 阿基米德螺线型
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图8 阿基米德螺线阵列照度分布
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